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Our City
rainbow run

Color Me Rad brings splash
of brightness to Calgary
Non-competitive race draws
20,000 participants in the
city at Canada Olympic Park

B

LISA TAYLOR
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

lue, green, pink, purple and yellow
are the colours that will surge upon
Calgarians like massive tidal waves
as they get blasted by sea after sea
of these vibrant colours.
Over 20,000 participants signed up to run at
Canada Olympic Park for the 2013 Color Me Rad
5k race on June 29, which benefits the Alberta
Cancer Foundation.
Participants are asked to wear white shirts, and
will receive neon sunglasses as well as a stick of
coloured, environmentally- friendly cornstarch to
throw at other participants.
They will be doused in a different colours about
every five minutes, leaving their white shirts, well,
not so white.
Color Me Rad was held across Canada and the
United States for the first time last year, raising
money for a multitude of various charities including Keep a Breast Canada and the Ronald McDonald House Charities of Pittsburgh. However, race
director Alex Grow says they had to cancel the
race in Calgary because they couldn’t find a location.
“However, this year,” Grow says, “Canada Olympic Park has gladly opened their doors to us.”
The race drew an overwhelming response
from Calgarians eager to participate in the fun. So
much so that the race sold out in just three days
at 10,000 people due to a shortage of parking.
Grow says they hired Southland Transportation Ltd. in order to be able to open up another
10,000 spots by providing shuttle busses. Even so,
those last 10,000 spots sold out by the beginning
of April, capping off the participants at a whopping 20,000 making this the biggest Color Me Rad
race in history.
This is good news for the Alberta Cancer Foundation, as Grow says they have already raised
thousands of dollars towards the cause and
estimates that by the end a total of $40,000 to
$50,000 will be raised.
Grow says it’s been such a huge success in Calgary as well as other cities because it’s a great way
for people to get healthy and have fun at the same
time. “In fact, usually 60 per cent of the people who
sign up have never even ran in a race before,” he says.

Color Me Rad was held across Canada and the United States for the first time last year, raising
money for a multitude of various charities. photo courtesy of sebastien.barre/flickr
Brooklynn Carney, 24, is one of these people.
She was drawn to this race because of its carefree, non-competitive vibe and is thrilled at the
idea of getting blasted by a rainbow of colour as
she races to the finish line.
“I just saw an ad online for it and decided it
was more of a fun race,” Carney says.
“But at the same time, it will still be challenging
for me because I have never ran in a race before,
so it’s still something that I can push myself towards.”
Although she says she would describe her current fitness level as being “a complete zero,” joining this race has motivated her to make a change.
“Because of this race, I’ve actually started a
diet a couple months ago and have been walking,” Carney says. “I hope to eventually work my
way up to running by June.”
Similar to Carney, this race will also be 23-yearold Kiersen Rieberger’s first race.
“I decided to try out this race because it sounded like a lot of fun and since it’s only a 5km, it’s a
nice place to start,” Rieberger says.
Before signing up for the race, Rieberger says
she also had a zero-fitness level, with no running
experience, and that this is helping her to kickstart her fitness and health goals.

Currently, she has hired a personal trainer and
joined kickboxing, yoga and other fitness classes
in hopes of working her way up to running outside in the spring.
“The race is going to be great for me because
it’s about having fun and it’s non-competitive,” Rieberger says. “It’s just the perfect way for anyone
to get started running.”
She says she’s so thrilled with the idea of running that her final fitness goal is to run a marathon
one day and that Color Me Rad is helping her work
towards that goal.
For Carney, this race is also helping her aspire
to bigger goals. “I want to start exercising more
and getting into more runs,” she says. “Who knows,
maybe I could do a triathlon one day.
“I just wanted to start somewhere and I think a
fun environment, [like the Color Me Rad race], is
probably the best place to start.”
Although these girls have their own, unique
fitness goals, they both expect to finish the race
completely covered in colour and with big smiles
on their faces.
While some Calgarians missed out on the fun
this year, Grow says not to worry. “Next year, we
are planning on opening up a lot more spots.”
calgaryjournal.ca june 2013
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Our City
starving artists

Lack of art space still an issue
Calgary 2012 helped some local artists but did not stop the closure of Art Central

C

Kristine Saretsky and Krystyna Spinner
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

algary 2012 was meant to highlight
what the city has to offer artistically and
support new endeavours or artists starting
a career in the city. However, there is still a
shortage of art space in Calgary and one
of the city’s art hubs is facing closure despite the
city’s designation of cultural capital.
Awarded by Canadian Heritage, the cultural
capital program’s objectives included developing
and promoting a sustainable art and culture community in Calgary.
The Canadian Heritage website notes its Cultural
Capital component will be cancelled at the end of
the 2012-2013 year. This makes Calgary and Ontario’s Niagara Region the last designated communities to receive the title of Cultural Capital.
The Calgary Arts Development Authority,or
CADA, played a large role in the bid process for the
designation of cultural capital. The development
authority is owned by the city and one of its main
roles is to disperse funding to arts organizations.
Cadence Mandybura, the community manager
at CADA, feels that the initiative “raised a lot of
awareness for the arts that are going on, a lot of
conversations around the arts that are happening
in the city and good or bad, the fact is that people
see it now as something that is worth discussing.”
Closure of art central
Despite this support for the arts in Calgary, a building initially envisioned to support and focus on the
arts community is facing closure. Situated on the
corner of Seventh Avenue and Centre Street, Art
Central is a community of galleries, artist studios
and cafes.
But the building is not performing as well as it
was expected to and the landlord has notified the
current tenants that in the future, the building will
be redesigned for a different use.
Once a vibrant and bustling art and cultural core,
Art Central now has many ‘for lease’ signs on its
empty windows. While traffic in the building is still
fairly significant, this may have more to do with the
C-Train being close by – allowing people to browse
through the shops or stop by the café while waiting
for the arrival of the train.
The empty spaces in the building are being put
to good use by both Axis Contemporary Art gallery and the Alberta College of Art + Design, which
features the work of its students in a gallery-like
setting.
Rob Mabee, owner of Axis contemporary
artgallery, was previously in charge of leasing at
Art Central and he says that in 2007: “It was 100
percent leased and there was a waiting list for those
4
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This sculpture outside the Bow Tower, titled ‘Wonderland,” is one of the newest additions
to public art in Calgary. Below is one of the Art in Motion pieces displayed downtown and
Art Central, now facing closure. PHOTOS BY KRISTINE SARETSKY/CALGARY JOURNAL
studios… you know, it was working, there was a lot
of support and enthusiasm for the project working.”
He says Art Central was initially “a great vision,
it was a super idea to bring all these artists right
down into the heart of Calgary, but you know
without any real breaks the building had to coexist
in the real world. It’s privately owned, it’s not a notfor-profit or anything so I think the rents have been
considered steep by most artists. The rents were

and still remain to be expensive and that takes a
lot of people out of the running.”
Mabee adds: “The whole concept of finding
affordable art studio… or production space, or retail
space, for artists is very difficult in this city and that’s
been a constant problem for years. If there was
some kind of a tax break or even with our business
taxes with the city, or things like that would certainly
help. But I don’t really see that happening.”

Our City
Another way

Dealing with autism
differently
Calgary group focuses on
social aspects of the disorder

Ian Esplen
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

The entrance to Axis Contemporary Art,
located in Art Central.
Photo by Krystyna Spinner/calgary journal

FUTURE OF ART SPACE IN CALGARY
Mabee states there are number of things
that contributed to the decline of Art Central,
including the global recession and the
construction at the Bow Tower and the C-Train
station across the street.
He also thinks that the low population of
people living in downtown Calgary played a part,
as many people only come into the downtown
core to work instead of to shop or frequent art
galleries.
“It kind of comes down to basically a concept
like this, it’s really hard to make it work in the
middle of a high-rent district in the middle of
the downtown core of one of Canada’s biggest
corporate communities, those two things just
don’t work too well together.”
In terms of the Cultural Capital, Mabee says the
building wasn’t affected or saw much support
from Calgary 2012.
“It was peripheral to us, it was there for people
to take advantage of or to utilize, some of the
grassroots grants and things that were available
for artists.”
Cadence Mandybura agrees that the vitality of
Art Central has waned over the last couple years,
but remains hopeful for the arts in Calgary.
“For a time, people certainly knew this was
place to go and to find artistic happenings, so
I think having that was certainly helpful, you
know it is disappointing that it is closing down
for artists but it certainly has shown us that there
is an appetite for arts.”
She says CADA is “pushing very hard on
developing art spaces, and it’s always important
and a concern when a space like this closes
down, but I think that you know buildings in the
downtown core do have a lot of pressures on
them and we hope they understand how much
having art space can really vitalize them.”
She says a project developed out of CADA,
cSPACE Projects, is working on an arts incubator
at King Edward school to develop sustainable art
spaces and develop a collective.

O

n a calm Sunday morning, in the basement
of the B-4 building inside the Currie Barracks, children run, flip and play with each

he was six years old.
"When he was six he didn't ever want to be
away from us. If we went grocery shopping he'd
want to be there with us. If we had a boring
bank appointment he wants to be there with
us," said McKechnie.
Now, eight years later, Jackson has improved
his self confidence and can’t wait to get going
and join his friends at AAFS for activities ranging from rafting on the Bow River to camping
trips in Canmore.
Michelle is so grateful for the work that AAFS
has done with Jackson that she describes the
organization as an, “absolute Godsend.”
Liz Shepherd is also grateful that AAFS has
been there for the past eight years for her

other.
Smiles are painted on the kids’ faces for a full
two hours as instructors work with the children,
teaching them valuable life skills through the participation in various activities.
One boy shouts out, “I’m Spiderman,” as the
group starts out by having a variety of different
races across the room and then
they break into some gymnastics.
With each passing minute the
four instructors encourage the
children to be themselves, have
fun and interact with each other.
This utopia for the children is the
clubhouse for the Autism Aspergers Friendship Society of Calgary, or
AAFS; a place where children and
adults with autism can get away
from traditional ways of treating
autism and be themselves.
Traditional ways of treating
autism often involve hours of
therapy with doctors and most of
the focus is on functionality and
behavior.
Dean Svoboda, AAFS founder
and executive director, noticed
Children at the Autism Aspergers Friendship Society
this and wanted to give people
of Calgary are encouraged to participate in a variety
with autism a place to be happy,
of activities. Photo by IAN ESPLEN/calgary journal
social and have relationships.
“We try to encourage them to
embrace their differences and
once you’re confident in yourself and you have a 18-year-old son Will, and given him countless
group of people that you identify with, it doesn’t opportunities to try activities that he might not
matter how eccentric you may be,” said Svoboda. necessarily try without AAFS.
The way they encourage autistic people to
Through those activities, Will has become
be themselves and overcome their challenges great with maps and become very good at findin life is by providing them with a large variety ing waterfalls.
of activities, which include such things as waWhile Will has several great memories of past
terslides, camping trips, sleepovers, stamped- events with AAFS, meeting Victoria Duffield at
ing, gaming, active movement, movies, mak- last year’s Stampede is one of his highlights to
ing movies, drinks, sporting events, and pretty go along with spending time with the AAFS
much anything else you can imagine for the staff and his friends.
group’s members that range from four to 34.
"Dean is a really caring person and I don't
Getting to try such types of activities have know what I would have done without him.
resulted in life altering changes for Michelle I've had a blast with him and AAFS has become
McKechnie and her 14-year-old son Jackson – what I consider a home away from home," said
who has been going to activities at AAFS since Will.
calgaryjournal.ca
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calgary VOICES
money & make believe

The cost of cosplay

First costume takes axe to my pocketbook

A

Kristine Saretsky
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

group of my friends who have been
cosplaying for several years often
joke that they cannot have any other
pastimes, as the hobby takes up most
of their time and money.
Dictionary.com defines cosplay as “the art
or practice of wearing costumes to portray
characters from fiction, especially from manga,
animation, and science fiction.”
When I was first invited to join the group to
cosplay characters from the 2004 Nintendo
GameCube video game Tales of Symphonia for
Otafest, a three-day anime convention held at
the University of Calgary, at first I was unsure. Not
only does it cost a lot to make a decent costume,
it also takes a lot of skill – most cosplayers sew
the costumes themselves, and even cut and style

6
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their own wigs.
However, cosplayers at other conventions
seemed to have a lot of fun getting their photos
taken and talking with fans. So I said yes, and
delved into the world of costume-making.
WHY COSPLAY
The word cosplay is generally thought to be a
mix of the words “costume” and “play.” Cosplayers
have a variety of reasons for creating a specific
costume. Some make a costume to pay tribute
to a favourite character, or a character that they
personally identify with. Some choose a costume
specifically because it is a challenge.
Many cosplayers insist on remaining true to
the original design of the costume, replicating
it down to the last detail. Others will modify the
original design of the costume to make it more
realistic.

Cosplay season begins in the spring, when fan
conventions dedicated to subjects such as comics,
anime and Japanese culture, fantasy and sci-fi open
their doors to the public.
Spring conventions held this year include the
Calgary Comic and Entertainment Expo, which
ran in late April, and in mid-May we had Otafest, a
Japanese culture and entertainment convention.
The description of the convention on Otafest’s
website states: “Otafest is an annual conference
for anime enthusiasts. We act as a creative outlet
for fans, an occasion where they can show their
passion and appreciation of the hobby. We are an
event where fans can show off the costumes they
have made, the music videos they have created,
and the art they have painted and drawn.”
Conventions enable cosplayers to meet other
cosplayers and build up a network of like-minded
individuals who they might work with in the future.

calgary voices

The materials used to create the costume for Presea
Combatir, a character in the 2005 Nintendo GameCube
video game Tales of Symphonia. Items include plywood,
a broom handle, carpenter glue, as well as acrylic and
automotive paint to build a replica of the character’s
weapon. Various types of fabric were used to make the
different pieces of the outfit. Photos by KRISTINE SARETSKY/cj

Costumes often attract fans of the TV show or video
game that the character is from, who will want to
talk and take pictures.
BUILDING A COSTUME
Building a decent costume ranges in price, with
simple costumes not costing as much money and
time as more complex outifts. I began the work on
my first costume in February. The time, money and
materials used are as follows:
• Cloth: It cost about $70 to get the coloured
material needed for the costume at Fabricland.
• Boots: It cost about $30 for the boots, on sale in
a store in Northland mall.
• Wig: It cost $42 to order the wig from an online
shop and have it delivered in time. It would have
cost less, but I paid extra on the shipping so it would
arrive within a week.
• Accessory: free. My group of friends involved
in the Tales of Symphonia cosplay already had
the material to make the jewel accessory. Often
cosplayers will pool their resources for costumes.
I received help in choosing the type of material
for my costume and in making it. I’d estimate the
total amount of time it took to complete sewing the
outfit and make the accessories at around six hours.
The character I chose to cosplay from Tales of
Symphonia is named Presea Combatir, and the most
distinctive thing about her is the weapon that she
uses, an axe that’s almost as big as she is. Making
the axe was probably the most difficult part of the
costume, for me. The time, money and materials
included:
• PVC piping: I intended to use this to make the
handle of the axe. When the material proved to

be too bendable, I ended up not using it. The cost
was $7.99
• Foam board: My plan was to use this to craft
the head of the axe, but I ended up discarding it
too. Cost around $4.
• Plaster: I chose to layer the plaster on top of the
foam board to thicken it and shape it to look like
the axe in the video game. When the plaster ended
up cracking and bending the foam board I chose to
scrap it as well. Cost about $6.
• Automotive paint: I used three types of paint –
silver, black and a clear sealant to protect it. Each
canister cost $12.99, for a total of $38.97 before
taxes.
• Acrylic paint: To paint the handle of the axe.
Cost around $6.99.
When my first idea with the foam board, plaster
and PVC piping failed to work out, I used plywood,
a broom handle and carpenter glue to make the
axe instead. Since I had all these materials at home,
the second attempt at the axe was free. I’d estimate
that it took around eight hours to finish the axe.
In total, the entire costume cost an estimated
$205.95 to create, and took about 12 hours.
AT THE CONVENTION
My group donned our costumes for Otafest on May
18, and spent most of our time on Saturday getting
our photos taken by fans of the video game, and
chatting with other cosplayers. We also participated
in a photo shoot with our group’s photographer,
and in a separate video shoot.
All in all, I had a great day in costume meeting
new people and old friends. Despite the cost,
cosplay is something I’d consider doing again.
calgaryjournal.ca June 2013
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Calgary voices
FAMILY HISTORY

‘Io Non Dimenticherò Mai l’Italia’:
I Will Never Forget Italy
Hearing about my
grandfather’s account
of the Italian Campaign
70 years later

G

HANNAH CAWSEY
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

rowing up I never asked about my
grandfather’s war past. I knew he was
a veteran and I can remember seeing
scars on his back and one of his knees
just didn’t look right. But I never asked
and I regret never trying.
My grandfather, Lieutenant R. A. Cawsey, was
only 21 when he arrived to fight in Italy and left
due to intensive injuries to his entire body when
he was just 22.
His War, the Begining
“On May 10th, 1944, I was appointed “C” Squadron
Harbour Master before the crossing of the Gari River.
The Squadron’s original plan was to let the “A” Squadron approach the Gari River and cross at dawn. My
troop was to follow them across then break off to surprise the German’s at 11 o’clock at night.
Just after 3 am, My Major, Don Taylor, informed
me that my Squadron was to be the first to cross the
bridge. In the morning I was to follow battle and join
up with the 3/8 Punjabis, only to find out many of their
boats were sunk and that their Major, Sujohn Singh,
had been killed. Moments later they received a radio
call that the bridge was still being built and that they
had to wait.”

Right away my grandfather enlisted to fight the
Germans. I personally believe he wanted revenge
for losing his only brother.

soon as we crossed the bridge, we saw bodies of
the Americans who had tried twice to cross the river
during the first battle for Cassino.”

His War, the Crossing
“At 5 am, May 12th, 1944, word was received that the
bridge was ready and my artillery officer called for
smoke to be laid down on the north side of the river.
I drove my tank in a path that was marked to avoid
landmines and drove through the heavy smog and
smoke to reach the bridge.
100 yards before the bridge, the ground became
muddy. This caused every tank but mine and one other to become stuck. Instructed by my Commander, my
co-driver, Price, and myself drove across the bridge under heavy artillery, machine gun fire and mortar fire.
Just two tanks made it across before the bridge was
destroyed. It was several hours before backup could
reach the two tanks.
We had the German Army all to ourselves. As

May 2012, 60 years after the Italian Campaign,
my family finally revisited my grandfather’s greatest
battle.
On a warm spring evening, less than a kilometer
away from the crossing site, the Cawsey family
revealed the memorial dedicated in the memory
of the 14th Canadian Armoured Regiment and to
my grandfather, Robert Allan Cawsey.
I was 19 years old and had been curious of my
grandfather’s war story since I can remember.
I stood on a dirt road outside Cassino, Italy,
looking up at this giant chunk of marble with my
grandfather’s name on it. My uncle just finished
reading a few pages from my grandfather’s war
journal.
I looked around the memorial, finally hearing

A Quick History of the Gary River
The Gari River flows in the Italian province of Frosinone near the city of Cassino. It is a wide, deep
river that the Americans attempted to cross before
the Canadians and ended up being massacred by
the Germans.
Due to the depth and width of the river, the only
way to cross was by bridge or boat. The Canadians managed to build a bridge using a tank to lift
a makeshift bridge on top of a carrier tank which
drove into the river creating “A bridge too soon- for
the Germans, that is.”
Reasons for enlisting
“May I express to you my deepest sympathy on the
report that your son is missing in operations.”
His brother, my great uncle, was nicknamed Buzz.
He was a fighter pilot. He was shot down by Germans and was never found.
8
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Reporter, Hannah Cawsey, helps reveal a memorial dedicated in the memory of her
grandfather, Honorable Mister Justice, R.A. Cawsey. Photo Courtesy of hannah cawsey/calgary journal

calgary voices
“We had the
German Army all to
ourselves.”
Lieutenant r.a. cawsey

An example of the destruction wrought on the town of Monte Cassino, Italy in the spring
of 1944. Photo Courtesy ofwikimedia commons

Clint Cawsey, uncle of Hannah Cawsey, holds up a German bullet found during the
foundation of the memorial. Photo Courtesy of hannah cawsey/calgary journal

the Gari River Crossing story and gazed out on the
field that, 60 years prior, had been filled with death,
sorrow and war.
Right after the revealing, my uncle handed me
a German bullet shell that was found while the
memorial was being built. It was heavier than I
thought, covered in dirt but still the golden body
was visible and the texture was rough and jarring.
All I could do was stand there, holding this empty shell wondering if a man died or was injured
because of it. If the caked on dirt had blood of a
victim of war or if the shooter of the bullet missed
and it just happened to land in the dirt, I prayed
the latter.
I remember feeling overpowered by emotions,
just standing there knowing more about my
grandfather, knowing that he killed to save lives
that hadn’t been created yet, knowing that he sat
in his tank with his shooter in front of the German
army and survived with foreign blood on his hands
that he could never wash off.
The night after the revealing of the memorial,
my family was brought to the exact location of the
crossing. The river, as depicted in the journal, was
deep and the water was flowing fast. I remember
thinking “how stupid were the Americans to try to
swim across?”
Thinking that and noticing ants were crawling
all over my legs. I was standing where he stood,
probably scared and homesick, and all I could think
about was stupid Americans and ants.
I have stood in Nazi German trenches, walked
along graves of our fallen youth and had complete
strangers walk up to me just to thank me for being
Canadian. All eye opening experiences, yet nothing
could compare to the emotions I was feeling then.
I wanted to kick myself for not telling my grandfather how much I loved him when he was still
alive, I hated the fact I never knew what he did in
the Second World War until now. I will never get the
chance to thank him or ask him what his brother
was like.
In the eyes of some, my grandfather might be
seen as a murderer of war, but I see him as a hero,
a man who stood against the odds and made Canada proud. Because of his actions and the actions
of thousands of other brave men, I will never have
to face a war and I can live in peace because of
their sacrifices.
I will never forget him or his brother and to this
day, every November 11th I visit Buzz’s makeshift
grave on Memorial Drive and I spend my moment
in silence thanking the man who will never know
how much I respect and love him.
Lest We Forget.
calgaryjournal.ca
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Calgary voices
the Female Nerd

Attack on the Fan Girl
Why are fan girls suddenly
being called fake for loving
nerd culture?

“N

HANNAH CAWSEY
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

erd.”
“Freak.”
“Loser.”
Those are some of the names I
am called on a daily basis.
I am a girl who likes to read comic books, watch
anime, play all kinds of video games and, most of
all, watch Star Wars and Doctor Who. My affinity for
cosplay has involved dressing up for the release of
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part Two in
2011, the Calgary Comic and Entertainment Expo
and many anime conventions.
But according to nerd culture, I am “fake.” I don’t
enjoy comic books, I can’t possibly love Star Wars
and there is no way I can beat you in Super Smash
Brothers. Yet according to men online, in everyday
life and at conventions, I am just pretending because I want their attention.
Because everything women do is for the men’s
attention, right?
Recently I had a close friend ask me if I was really a nerd or if I was acting like one to get attention from guys. I was left in shock. I had known this
friend for years and have spent many hours playing
video games, sharing comic books and even collecting Pokémon cards with him.
I felt betrayed, and then I came across a quote
from Tony Harris, a comic book artist whose resume
includes Iron Man, Starman and Ex Machina and
someone whom I respected, well, used to respect,
and it became clear why I was being labelled a
poser.
The quotes are from Harris’ infamous Facebook
rant from late last year and have been left unedited, minus censoring of choice words not fit for
publication.
“I can’t remember if I’ve said this before, but I’m
gonna say it anyway. I dont give a crap. I appreciate a pretty Gal as much as the next Hetero Male.
Sometimes I even go in for some racy type stuff
(keeping the comments PG for my Ladies’ sake) but
dammit, dammit, dammit I am so sick and tired of
the whole COSPLAY-Chiks. I know a few who are
actually pretty cool-and BIG Shocker, love and read
Comics.”
As a girl who has always loved comic books, this
hurt. Clearly Harris knows females who enjoy comics but he isn’t even giving the females he doesn’t
know a chance.
“Heres the statement I wanna make, based on
THE RULE: “Hey! Quasi-Pretty-NOT-Hot-Girl, you are
more pathetic than the REAL Nerds, who YOU se10 JUNE 2013
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Reporter Hannah Cawsey reads her
favorite Deadpool comic. Cawsey has
been called a fake fan because of her
looks and gender.
Photo by HANNAH CAWSEY/calgary journal

cretly think are REALLY PATHETIC. But we are onto
you. Some of us are aware that you are ever so average on an everyday basis. But you have a couple of
things going your way. You are willing to become
almost completely Naked in public, and yer either
skinny (Well, some or most of you, THINK you are )
or you have Big Boobies.
Notice I didnt say GREAT Boobies?”
First of all many people are self-conscious and
dressing up helps them be someone they can’t in
real life. Harris is being a bully, and trust me when I
say I have a few not-so-nice choice words for him.
Many people who read comics do so to escape the
real world, which is filled with people like Harris. He,
of all people who judge female cosplayers, should
know better.
Second, the women who dress up “almost completely naked” are dressing up like characters that
are designed to be sexually attractive to pull readers in. These women are just replicating their heroes who just happen to be scantily clad.
Thirdly, I have seen my fair share of overweight

Dark Knights, Captain Americas and Narutos and
I’ve never complained. I think they are brave to
rock their favorite vigilante’s attire in front of such
a judging society.
“You are what I refer to as “CON-HOT”. Well not by
my estimation, but according to a LOT of average
Comic Book Fans who either RARELY speak to, or
NEVER speak to girls. We are LEGION. And here it is,
THE REASON WHY ALL THAT, sickens us: BECAUSE
YOU DONT KNOW S__T ABOUT COMICS, BEYOND
WHATEVER GOOGLE IMAGE SEARCH YOU DID TO
GET REF ON THE MOST MAINSTREAM CHARACTER
WITH THE MOST REVEALING COSTUME EVER.”
Harris is just stereotyping comic book fans. I
know many men who read comics or are generally
into the nerd culture who are in long-term relationships or talk to women daily. If a guy starts talking
to me about any of the comics I read I will gladly
indulge them in conversation.
“And also, if ANY of these guys that you hang on
tried to talk to you out of that Con? You wouldn’t
give them the f__king time of day. Shut up you
damned liar, no you would not. Lying, Liar Face. Yer
not Comics. Your just the thing that all the Comic
Book, AND mainstream press flock to at Cons.
And the real reason for the Con, and the damned
costumes yer parading around in? That would be
Comic Book Artists, and Comic Book Writers who
make all that s__t up.”
This is where Harris really struck a nerve with
me as not only a convention enthusiast but as a
journalist. I have covered the Calgary Comic and
Entertinament Expo before and I never asked the
types of girls Harris is explaining for an interview.
As a journalist, I ask the people having fun or
the people who clearly spend months working on
their costume. In general, I interview anyone who
wants to be interviewed. I find convention goers
extremely nice.
Now normally I won’t care but Harris is of the
many who think any woman who is into the nerd
culture is a fake. I’ve noticed if I bring up a topic
such as the new Star Wars trilogy or Skyrim, I get
laughed at, called an attention whore or have guys
look at me like I’ve just opened Pandora’s Box.
I was part of a loving culture before all of this
name-calling blew out of proportion.. I was fine
with the fact most of my friends were males because the women I know don’t understand why I
liked what I do. Now it’s like I’m suddenly back in
grade school being called a freak because society
deems me as a liar because I’m not understood.
Dedicated nerds, male or female, enjoy being a
fan for their own reasons. Women shouldn’t have
to defend their knowledge on a show/game/comic
book because of their sex and gender. We shouldn’t
be called an “attention whore” or a “slut” for dressing
up as our favorite heroine. It’s not our fault heroines
dress the way they do; they can’t draw themselves.

CALGARY ARTS
do You feel
lucky, punk?

Long time coming
Young rap artist Dirty Harry
poised to put city on the map

D

Anup Dhaliwal
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

irty Harry, a.k.a. Harmen, is far from
being the boy that used to rap in the
hallways of his junior high school in
southeast Calgary.
Since last year, the up-and-coming
rapper opened up the stage for rap artists Mos
Def, Big Sean, Meek Mills and Ace Hood at Flames
Central. Recently, he opened for rappers Fabolous
and Pusha T at Jimmy’s Nightclub at 1316 – 33 St.
N.E. on May 24.
It all started with a black notebook when Harmen was just 10 years old.
His younger cousin, Atinder Dhillon, says Harmen used to write his music in that notebook.
“What we thought was a hobby for Harmen
grew into his career, as he got older.”
The love for rap – being inspired by the stories
of others and wanting to tell his own – pushed
Harmen to enter into rap battles at age 17.
That’s where he gained the attention of other
local rap artists in the hip hop community.
The rapper explains, “Battling helps keep your
lyrics sharp. With battling the whole room is
hanging off of every word you say, every word
is crucial, there’s no beat that you can sound cool
on, you have to make a rhythm with your voice,
it’s a lot different.”
Danny Epic, one of Harmen’s opponents in
his early battle days, says he knew they would
always “put on a good show” but it was “nerveracking competing against him.”
Epic says Dirty Harry’s style used to be “more
punch line flamboyant.”
In fact, Harmen acknowledges that during
battles, “I am an evil, mean person.”
Indeed, according to his cousin Dhillon, “The
main thing Harmen has is confidence; what other
people seem to lack.”
But, since moving out of battling and into performing, Epic says Dirty Harry’s style has “completely grown.”
Harmen’s first show was at the Falconridge/
Castleridge Community Association. He remembers about 20 people showing up to watch him
perform.
“It’s taken awhile to build; you have to pay your
dues and eventually people will see that you’re
doing well and you can handle and kill shows.”
Harmen has been working hard on recording
his mix tape, The Learning Curve; his music videos, Chasing Dreams and Grape Swishers, have
over 5,000 views on YouTube.

Dirty Harry has opened up the stage for rap artists Mos Def, Big Sean, Meek Mills and
Ace Hood at Flames Central. Recently he opened for rappers Fabolous and Pusha T at
Jimmy’s Nightclub at 1326 - 33 St. N.E. on May 24. Photo by ANUP DHALIWAL/calgary journal
Harmen’s producer, Evgeniy Bykovets, at White
Russian Productions says, “Dirty likes them big
beats. He wants every song to be a banger. Even
the slower tracks the beats are pretty epic.”
Bykovets says, “Dirty is more new school with
his approach and has a genuine style that reflects
who he is as a person. It’s that eat good, look
good, feel good kind of music – what they call
‘fresh.’ New school flavour for the soul.”
With his new music video, Patience, just released, Harmen is eager for his fans to hear his
growth as an artist.
The rapper says Patience is about waiting your
turn in life. He says he hopes his fans get their
own personal lessons from his music.
Bykovets says, “In the year that I have worked
with him you can definitely see the improvement. He’s been doing all kinds of live shows too.
And that makes for a more-well rounded artist.
He still has a way to go and I expect to see some
big tracks coming out of him in the future.”

“Dirty is more new
school with his
approach and has a
genuine style that
reflects who he is as
a person.”
Evgeniy Bykovets,
Dirty Harry’s producer
So when Harmen talks about how “no one from
Calgary has blown up and repped it properly,”
he gives the sense that he might just be the one
to do it.
calgaryjournal.ca
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the LENS

Crazy for
cosplay

3.

2.
1.
It’s convention season in Calgary. The city plays home to three major conventions, plus a host of minor ones, throughout the summer months. These
“festivals of geek culture” are attracting larger numbers every year. Another growing trend is the number of these attendees who are dressing up as their favorite
characters from the worlds of television, film, comics, anime and video games.
This year Calgary marked its first-ever Parade of Wonders, as fans from around the world marched through downtown in costume to celebrate the opening of
the Calgary Comic and Entertainment Expo. Even Mayor Naheed Nenshi got into the act, riding around in a DeLorean wearing a Doctor Who-themed T-shirt proclaiming him to be the “Mayor of Space and Time.” — BAJ VISSER

4.

1. Fans of J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series turned out in
droves, dressing in the house colours of Gryffindor, Slytherin,
Ravenclaw, and Hufflepuff.

5.

2. Andrew Karczewski of the Edmonton Steampunk Society was
inspired by a fascination with the World War eras to craft this
interpretation of a general’s uniform from “Her Majesty’s Royal Battle Airforce.”
3. Bain, Catwoman, Harley Quinn and Batman, of course, make
their rounds at the Expo.
4. Video game-themed costumes were in abundance at the Calgary Comic and Enterainment Expo, drawing inspiration from
characters both classic and contemporary.
5. Mayor Naheed Nenshi is joined by several other Doctor Who
fans in costume. Nenshi, a self-proclaimed geek, is a fan of the
BBC series and admitted to be star-struck by some of celebrities
in attendance.
6. Stephanie Bowie, left, and Kathryn Grant as Cloud Strife and
Yuffie Kisaragi from the Final Fantasy VII series of games.
12
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calgary arts
Empty Art Space

The last artist left
in the loop
Sara Girletz the only artist in
studio area at Art Central

T

KRISTINE SARETSKY
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

he sign above the entrance reads “Yes We
Are Open: 19 artists welcome you.”
However, the studios in the art loop located in the lower level of Art Central are
mostly deserted. Empty and dark, with
shutters drawn over the windows, each space is
closed and contains no trace of the artist that once
inhabited it. Only one space is still open.
This small studio space contains a desk, a book
case and a kettle plugged into the wall in the corner. The walls are mostly bare, with the exception
of the notes posted by the desk, a row of shelves
filled with jars, and the words painted on the wall
in black print – “We’ll never run dry of love or anything.”
This is the title of the latest project by artist Sara
Girletz, the only artist remaining in the art loop as
of March 31st. The only other artist had moved out
several days earlier.
“It’s based primarily off of family imagery,” Girletz says about the installation. The jars lining the
shelves on the wall display pictures of her family on
the prairie, preserved in oil. “Photography is a big
element in my work, but I’m not a photographer.
I’m really interested in displacement, and relations
between my identity and my physicality to land
and old architecture.”
LIFE AS AN ARTIST IN CALGARY
After graduating in from the Alberta College of
Art and Design in 2011 with a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree, Girletz struggled to find a job in Calgary.
“Art students know there’s not a certain job you go
out and get,” she says, but adds that the difficulty
she encountered finding any work was “a little bit
off-putting.”
Girletz states that finding time for both her job
and her art is “a juggling act between your job,
your art community, and you feel guilty if you’re
taking away from your job but then you feel guilty
if you’re not putting everything forth to your art
community.”
The Calgary Allied Arts foundation helped to
find this studio space for her in Calgary. Her artist residency began on March 10th and ended on
April 6th.
“When I first came to Calgary this was filled up
with artists and was just this really vibrant, bustling
14 JUNE 2013
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community back here but it’s definitely quieter” she
says about the space in Art Central.
“Normally for the rent that goes for spaces, I
wouldn’t be able to afford a space like this. Calgary Allied Arts Foundation sponsors this space.
You get to work on an exhibition but then get
to have people come and give you feedback.”
Girletz says.
“I think there is a lot of spaces out there [in
Calgary]…for me, I don’t personally find it very
affordable. It’s just in demand for all artists because you need that sense of community and
you need that feedback from your work” Girletz
says.
“You can have a space at home and that’s
great, but if you’re making work…and not getting that feedback, you just kind of get that
feeling of being lost. I think that’s one of the
reasons why people stop making work and it’s
really unfortunate.”
CALGARY 2012
Girletz did not receive any funding from the cultural capital program in 2012 that was targeted
at supporting and growing the art community
in the city.
“I put through a couple submissions, but there

was so much interest…and only so many spaces
for some people. I’d had some other things going
on in my art life last year that kind of put things on
hold,” she says. “So I missed the boat on some of
the submissions.”
Although she was not one of the artists involved
in Calgary 2012, she made an effort to support her
friends involved in the program. She states that
with the end of the program, there is a need for
artists to use the momentum towards the arts that
it created in order to keep interest in Calgary’s arts
going.

“Art students know
there’s not a certain
job you go out
and get.”
Sara girletz,
last artist in Art Central’s art loop

After graduating in from the Alberta College of Art and Design in 2011 with a Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree, Girletz struggled to find a job in Calgary. Photo by krystyna spinner/calgary journal

calgary arts
collective community

Bee
Kingdom
builds a
career in
Calgary
Glassblowers give back
by offering classes

O

KRISTINE SARETSKY
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

ne of the biggest challenges that the Bee
Kingdom glassblowing collective faced
while starting up in Calgary was the lack
of space for artists such as themselves.
“Calgary’s rather rich and property
values are so high it’s actually hard to get started,
because it takes a fair amount to get the equipment…it takes about $30,000 to $50,000 to get
started, and then you need a building to put over
it,” says Kai Scholefield, the newest of four members
of the collective.
Glassblowing is an art that requires a lot of space
to be performed. Furnaces heat and reheat the
glass, and then there needs to be enough room to
shape the glass with equipment such as pincers,
blowpipes, pliers and blowtorches. The furnace
that contains the molten glass is never turned off
because it would take a week to heat back to the
proper temperature.
Bee Kingdom made their own art space, building a glassblowing studio in their own backyard in
northwest Calgary. They also built some of their
own equipment with blueprints that they obtained
from a technician at the Alberta College of Art and
Design, or ACAD.

All four members of the collective graduated
from ACAD in 2005, which is one of only a few
schools that teaches the art of glassblowing.
Schloefield says the program is “world-renowned”
and because of that, glassblowing artists from all
over the world go to ACAD, giving it a reputation
as an international hub for glass art.,

THE BEGINNING
Bee Kingdom was created by Philip Bandura, Ryan
Fairweather and Tim Belliveau in 2004, then expanded to include Scholefield in 2011.
“Glassblowing is quite collaborative, in order
to form the glass quickly, because you only have
about 15 seconds before glass cools down, you
need to work quickly so we try to get as many
hands in there as possible to shape the glass,” says
Scholefield about working together.
The group chose the name Bee Kingdom because the golden colour of molten glass resembles
the colour of honey.

CONTRIBUTORS TO CALGARY 2012
Bee Kingdom was one of the artists participating
in Calgary 2012, a program run by the Canadian
Heritage Foundation that provides support for
establishing and developing arts and culture in a
different city each year.
Calgary 2012 enabled Bee Kingdom to participate in a festival called Pictoplasma, an event held
in Berlin.
“What was really great there was, like you’d think
Berlin would be the capital of art and everything
that’s cool in the art world. Little did we know that
there’s very little glassblowing that goes on there,

Tim Belliveau uses the surface of a table to shape glass for part of a project that Bee Kingdom
is creating. Photo by krystyna spinner/calgary journal

“Glassblowing
is quite
collaborative.”
Kai scholefield,
newest member of the Bee Kingdom

so we helped start the very first arts glassblowing
studio in Berlin’s history,” says Scholefield.
He says that Calgary 2012 enabled the collective
to export and represent Calgary arts and culture
internationally instead of work to develop the arts
community in the city itself.
BUILDING A COMMUNITY IN CALGARY
However, Bee Kingdom also works to build and
grow a community here at home.
“We’re homegrown and we’re very community based just naturally as glassblowers, so a
lot of our community and our collectors are in
our community in North Mount Pleasant,” says
Scholefield.
“We found that in growing that community
we’ve grown an appreciation for art, but then
also glass as well, and as a way of continuing to
give back to that community, but as well growing an appreciation for glass, we offer classes so
people can literally get a hands-on feel for it.”
He notes that forming and shaping glass is an
interesting, “intoxicating” process to watch, and
often people are inspired after watching Bee Kingdom at one of their open houses to try out the art
of glassblowing.
“For this small facility it [the classes] was booked
right away,” says Scholefield. A look at Bee Kingdom’s website online reveals that the glassblowing classes are currently booked until June.
The collective anticipates that space won’t be a
problem for long, with a move to a larger facility
planned in the near future.
calgaryjournal.ca
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calgary arts
a change of pace

Company brings a new level
of dance to Calgary
Professional classes and
training open up new
opportunities

T

HANNAH CAWSEY
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

he Calgary dance scene is ripe with professional studios that offer training to individuals until the age of 18, yet there is
very little being offered to adults.
Many advanced dancers are left without
professional training because Calgary has very few
companies that offer classes for adults outside recreation or beginners dance classes.
Choreographer and professional dancer, Corinne
Vessey, opened Ember Dance Company to give an
opportunity to advanced dancers and allow the
dancers to continue their training without having
to commit to a full time dance career.
“I started the company because the dance community is quite rich in Calgary and has a lot of
talented individuals and passionate artists,” said
Vessey.
“There are not a lot of venue for dancers who
have completed their training at their studio, I
wanted to fill that gap and give these dancers an
opportunity to train and perform at a professional
level.”
Ember Dance provides the dancers with an
opportunity to work with professional choreographers and teachers while still allowing time to
work or go to school.
Some dancers, however, would rather spend all
their time training than work a 9:00 to 5:00 job.
Madison Walsh said she quit her company job because she prefers dance over corporate Calgary.
“In corporate Calgary, I think they expect that
that’s your only life, where as dance is my only life
and my job is just something that supplements
my income,” said Walsh.
Walsh joined Ember Dance Company a year ago
after being approached by Vessey to audition. Due
to the nature of the company, Walsh said Ember
Dance sounded like an amazing experience which
was rare for adult dancers.
“As an adult dancer, there aren’t a lot of opportunities for performance and companies that will
develop you as a performer,” said Walsh.
Walsh isn’t the only one to jump on the opportunity provided by Ember Dance. Raymond
Johnson-Brown works with musical theater and
hip-hop, wanted to further himself as a dancer
16 JUNE 2013
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Starting for the left, Madison Walsh, Paige Jonason, Vanessa Paglione, Hayley Jonason,
Lisa Shiells, Melissa Muis, Sarah Burgis, rehearsing before Ember Dance Company’s
premier show “In Transit” back in May. Photo by hannah cawsey/calgary journal

when he saw a posting for Ember Dance.
“I’ve been dancing a number
of years and I wanted somewhere where the bar was set
high and the training would be
the best you can get and that’s
what set me off into Ember,” said
Johnson-Brown.
Johnson-Brown commits
his life to dance, outside Ember Dance he is involved with
shows all over Calgary, including the Legally Blond Musical,
as well as teaches dance classes
Raymond Johnson-Brown, left, and Lisa Shiells right,
and believes in the beauty of
practise their choreography for Ember Dance Company’s
dance, whether you’re a dancer
premier show “In Transit” back in May. Photo by hannah cawsey/cj
or not.
“It’s the feeling that you get
from the art. The inspiration.
When I leave a good show, I
Vessey has plans for Ember Dance and will be
feel inspired and the passion that creativity that premiering a new piece called “Behind the Wall”
transcends into my life,” said Johnson-Brown.
in June which will be part of the show called “InEmber Dance Company includes 14 dances as visible.” The show aims to raise awareness and
well as guest dancers and teacher. Vessey main- money for women’s shelters and the problems
tains that the group has been a success, just fin- that women face in our society such as abuse,
ishing up with Ember Dance’s premier show “In over sexualisation, human trafficking.
Transit” which had the audience give standing
“We have a busy couple of months ahead of
ovations for both nights.
us,” said Vessey.

listings

9 Things to do in June
From festivals to concerts, find out what’s going on around Calgary

1. Calgary Metal Fest

4. Carifest Calgary

When: June 5-8
Where: Broken City and Dickens Pub
What: Over 80 bands are set to rock out at
this year’s Metal Fest. Tickets range from
$80.00 for and all events pass or $10.00$30.00 per night. For more information
visit calgarymetalfest.com

When: June 8 at 11:00a.m.- 7:00p.m.
Where: Olympic Plaza/Shaw Millennium
Park
What: See the sights, sounds, costumes,
and decorations of the Caribbean as they
march from Olympic Plaza to Shaw Millennium Park, along Stephen Avenue, then
join in on the Sunshine Fest celebrations at
Shaw Millennium Park. Various artists will
entertain from the big stage and visitors
can enjoy Caribbean inspired food along
with an arts and crafts market. For more
information visit carifestcalgary.com

photo courtesy of TimTronckoe-deviantart.com

7. TEDx YYC International
Speaker Series
When: June 14, 12:00p.m.
Where: Jack Singer Concert Hall
What: Join David Cramb, John Kani, John
Vaillant and other as they talk about innovation, community building and the future
of Calgary, through the lens of Technology,
Entertainment and Design. Tickets are
$97.63 and available at epcorcentre.org
photo courtesy of Scott Maxwell-flickr.com

photo courtesy of VLADIMIR NAUMOFF-flickr.com

2. MoMo Dance Theatre
Body Language
When: June 7 & 8 8:00p.m.
Where: Vertigo Studio Theater
What: Founded in 2003, MoMo Dance
Theater brings together disabled and
able-bodied artists to dance, sing and act.
“Speak Out” parade starts at noon on June
7th, and marches to Vertigo Studio Theater
for a free lunch and a pay what you want
performance at 2:00p.m. with performances nightly at 8:00p.m. Tickets are $20.00.
For more information visit www.momodancetheatre.org/index.html or
call 403-283-3445.
photo courtesy of AniseShaw-deviantart.com

8. Ziggy Marley
5. girls! girls! girls!

When: June 13-22
Where: Birds and Stone - 204, 16th Ave,
NW
What: girls! girls! girls! is a play written by
Greg MacArthur inspired by the Reena Virk
and Columbine events. The play has been
described by Peter Hinton as “a hip-hop
nursery-rhyme”. Tickets can be purchased
by contacting
MMMTheatreCollective@gmail.com
Warning: This show contains extreme violence, language, and nudity.

When: June 20, 8:00p.m.
Where: Jack Singer Concert Hall
What: Marley brings his upbeat and
groove-driven tunes, soulful, rock-fuelled
reggae anthems to Calgary for one night
only. Tickets are $65.00 and can be purchased through
epcorcentre.org
photo courtesy of Jay West-commons.wikimedia.org

photo courtesy of Sabrina Campagna-flickr.com

9. Big Rock Eddies
3. Calgary Circus Studio
Year End Show
When: June 8, 6:30-7:30p.m.
Where: Calgary Jewish Centre
What: You can see Calgary’s only circus
school put on a show for $25.00. Entertainers will wow you with their skills in aerial
arts, acrobalance, contortion and prop
manipulation. For more information visit
calgarycircusstudio.com
photo courtesy of pixabay.com/en/flag-map-symbol-game-

6. eighth Annual Calgary
Timeraiser
When: June 14, 7:00p.m.
Where: Flames Central
What: The Timeraiser is an annual event
where you connect with volunteer organizations and bid on artwork by talented artists
by using your “time” as currency to pay for
it. For more information visit timeraiser.ca

When- June 27, 8:00p.m.
Where- Jack Singer Concert Hall
What- Have you ever wanted to make your
own beer commercial? Well, Big Rock beer
drinkers do and the Eddies are the annual
event where they honour the best commercial for Big Rock and raise money for
local charities. Tickets can be purchased for
$81.38 via www.bigrockbeer.com/events/
eddies
photo courtesy of Dee West- flickr.com

photo courtesy of Sun Ladder-commons.wikimedia.org
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BOOKS
can’t put down

Stories keep
the pages turning
Collection of short fiction
ideal for quick summer
reading

I

Kristine Saretsky
cjournal.summer@gmail.com

n the 428-page anthology Stories, editors
Neil Gaiman and Al Sarrantonio have tried to
collect tales that keep the reader asking, as
Gaiman writes in the introduction, “and then
what happened?”
The 27 stories they collected come from a variety
of genres, and the length of the stories varies anywhere from three pages to 48 pages, making the
anthology a good pick for quick summer reading.
Several outstanding stories appear in the collection. The first is titled “Fossil Figures,” written by
Joyce Carol Oates. It tells the story of twin brothers,
one born sickly, and the other born healthy and
strong. They grow apart until a scandal in the life
of the strong twin prompts his return to the weaker
twin in adulthood.
“The Truth is a Cave in the Black Mountains” is
Neil Gaiman’s contribution to the anthology. Told
in the first person, the story follows the journey
of the protagonist and his guide to the Misty Isle,
where he seeks a cave rumoured to contain gold.
As more is revealed about the protagonist and his
companion, what seemed to be a straightforward
fantasy story twists into a tale of revenge.
“The Stars are Falling,” written by John R. Lansdale, is also a tale of revenge centred on a man
struggling to adapt to life at home in East Texas
after fighting in France against Germany. His receives a cold welcome from his family, and it turns
out that the offer of a family friend to go out alone
together on a hunting trip has a darker purpose.
“Weights and Measures,” by Jodi Picoult, tells
the story of a couple’s life after the death of their
seven-year-old daughter. Elements of magical realism appear as the wife seems to grow taller while
the husband shrinks in size as they attempt to deal
with their loss.
“Catch and Release,” by Lawrence Block, is the
chilling tale of a serial killer who now adheres to
the catch-and-release strategy that some fishermen
use. However, he has no qualms about breaking his
self-imposed rules on occasion.
“Land of the Lost,” by Stewart O’Nan tells the story of a grocery store cashier who spends her spare
time searching for the body of a murder victim. The
years go by and she keeps searching, because “she
could admit that at least part of the reason she was
18 JUNE 2013
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In this collection of short fiction, editors Neil Gaiman and Al Sarrantonio collect tales that
keep the reader wondering what will happen next. Photo by KRISTINE SARETSKY/calgary journal
searching for a stranger’s daughter was that no one
else needed her.”
Editor Al Sarrantonio also contributes a story to
the anthology, titled “The Cult of the Nose.” Narrated in first person, the protagonist recounts his
discovery of this cult, building a case that the sect
appears during times of violence and disaster in
history, wearing the adornment of the nose.
There are several short stories in the collection,
however, that fail to prompt the audience to want
to know what happened next.
Included among them is “Wildfire in Manhattan,”
which relays the story of a fight between old gods
in modern Manhattan. While the prose is solid and
the voice of the protagonist is strong, the story
doesn’t really add anything new to the genre that
places old gods in a modern setting.
“Goblin Lake” starts out strong but loses momentum as the story continues on. Beginning with a
German soldier following a captured peasant to
a lake, it turns into a heavy-handed discussion of
reality, fiction and character types. “Polka Dots and
Moon Beams”” makes about as much sense as its

title. The multitude of character names in the short
piece proves hard to follow, and no real answers
are provided to the questions raised by the story.
“A Life in Fictions” examines the concept of the
muse but doesn’t add anything new to the idea,
with an ex-girlfriend of a writer constantly finding
herself being written into his stories. And “The
Maiden Flight of McCauley’s Bellerophon” at 48
pages long is very difficult to maintain interest in
at first, although the story eventually picks up.
Although most of the pieces in the collection
centre on themes such as death, vengeance and
isolation, stories such as “Blood” and “Unwell” add
a touch of dark humour to the collection.
All in all, Stories fulfills the purpose that Neil
Gaiman and Al Sarrantonio intended, with the
majority of the work prompting the question “and
then what happened?” The dark themes that many
of the stories share can feel repetitive if read all
at once. During the summer it can be left lying
around the house, ready to be picked up and read
in spare moments – out in the sunlight, away from
the shadows.

THINGS TO DO
Boozey baking

Cupcakes for the beer enthusiast
Adding a stout- infused twist
to traditional dessert favorite

S

HAnnaH Cawsey
hcawsey@cjournal.ca

ummer is finally here in Calgary and
nothing beats sitting on your deck
after a long day with a nice ice cold
beer. But why not shake things up and
mix that cool beer into a chocolate
batter and bake for 25 minutes at 350 degrees
Fahrenheit?
A dollop of cream cheese frosting tops off
the chocolate infused beer dessert that goes
well with any summer evening.
There is no doubt that this cupcake is exclusive and is becoming a popular recipe on the
internet, so here is a personal favorite recipe I
have tweaked to be unique.
Ingredients:
3/4 cup of unsweetened cocoa
2 cups of sugar
2 cups of all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon of baking soda
Pinch of sea salt
2 bottles of stout beer, St-Ambroise Oatmeal
Stout and Guinness both work
1/2 of unsalted butter, melted
1 tablespoon of vanilla extract
3 eggs
3/4 sour cream

1 package, 8 ounces, of cream cheese, softened
1 cup of heavy cream
3 3/4 cups of confectioners’ sugar
Directions:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
In a large mixing bowl, whisk the cocoa,
sugar, flour, baking soda and salt.
In another large mixing bowl, combine
one bottle of stout beer and vanilla, add
in cooled butter. Beat in eggs, 1 at a time.
Once combined, mix in sour cream until
thoroughly combined and smooth. If chunks
appear, do not worry they will mix in with
the dry ingredients.
Gradually mix the dry ingredients with the
wet mixture until smooth.
Divide batter equally into cupcake wrappers,
filling each about half. Bake for 12 minutes
and rotate the cupcake pans. Bake for
another 12 minutes or until the cupcakes
have risen and set in the middle. Cool before
removing.
Icing directions:
In a medium bowl, beat the cream cheese
until light and fluffy. Using a hand mixer
will make this step easier. Little by little,
beat in the heavy cream. Once the cream
cheese and heavy cream are combined,
slowly mix in the confectioners’ sugar until
smooth. Add two tablespoons of the second
bottle of stout beer, consume the rest for
personal enjoyment. Cover bowl and keep

Photo by hannah cawsey/calgary journal

chilled until the cupcakes are cooled off, approximately 15 minutes.
Top each cupcake with a dollop of beer foam
frosting and enjoy.

Mixed with Smithwick’s premium Irish Ale, this molasses bread makes a hearty snack that goes well
with everything from butter to raspberry jam.
This recipe, originally found in “Company’s Coming: Greatest Hits” has been tweaked and became a
family favorite.

Photo by hannah cawsey/calgary journal

And yet more
beer baking!
If cupcakes aren’t your
thing, try out this recipe for
beer-imbued bread

Ingredients
3 cups of whole wheat flour
1/4 cup of whole wheat flour for kneading
1 tsp. of baking powder
1/2 tsp. of baking soda
1/2 tsp of Celtic sea salt
2 tbsp. of fancy molasses
1 bottle of light ale beer, dark stout can be used for a stronger taste
1 tsp of butter, softened
Directions
Preheat oven to 325 degrees Fahrenheit.
In a large mixing bowl, mix 3 cups of flour, baking powder, baking soda and salt.
Add molasses and room temperature beer, still to moisten. The dough will be sticky. Sprinkle
flour around the dough and knead until extra flour in incorporated. Place into a greased, eight
inch pan. Using a sharp knife, slice 1/2 inch lines into the dough, make at least 6 slices.
Bake for 40 minutes or until bread no longer sticks to the pan.
Let the bread cool for five minutes before brushing the softened butter.
Enjoy! — HANNAH CAWSEY
calgaryjournal.ca
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SPORTS
NHL DRAFT
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Flames
prepare to
draft first
round trio

Photo courtesy of RANDY FEERE

A conversation with Flames director of scouting Tod Button
IAN ESPLEN
iesplen@cjournal.ca

O

n June 30, 2013, in New Jersey, 210
young hockey players will take the next
step towards their dream of playing the
National Hockey League.
This is the day that the NHL has scheduled their annual entry draft, which has the Calgary
Flames currently scheduled to select nine players.
The draft starts at 1:00 p.m. local time and you
can catch all the action on TSN.
With the big day – that can change the fate of
an NHL franchise for better or worse – on the horizon, Flames director of scouting, Tod Button, sheds
some light on the preparation that goes on as the
team prepares.
What kind of preparation do the Calgary
Flames go through during the year to
get ready for the draft?
We have six full-time scouts in North America and
three in Europe, along with a few part-time ones.
The first couple months of the year is spent with
everyone covering their areas and identifying who
they think the best prospects are for the upcoming draft.
During those few months we are constantly
sharing information with each other through databases, phone calls and in person.
Once our scouts have seen the players in their
area a few times, we then compile a list and have
our scouts cross over and start seeing the players
on other guys’ lists.
Then in January, we will hold a meeting together
and make our first formal list.
Once we have that list, we set up a schedule and
prioritize who we need more information on and
who we need to see play a little more. This will go
on until the end of the hockey season.
In May we will meet again as a group and by that
20 JUNE 2013
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time the scouting process is about 80 per cent complete and we have watched video and games, done
some interviews, talked with coaches and looked
over game reports. At this point our list is close to
complete.
Next, I’ll scout the Memorial Cup and some of the
other guys will do some background type things
like making sure no one has any injuries and stuff
like that.
Then we have the combine where the top players
will go through their physical testing and we’ll do
interviews with them as well.
And lastly, we’ll bring some of the kids into Calgary if we have anything we want to clarify from
their interview or to do some more physical testing
with them.
The whole process is a lot of the same stuff over
and over again to get a clearer picture as to what
each player brings to the table as an NHL prospect.
Have you done a lot of your interviews
with players at this point in the season?
I like to wait until the combine (May 27 - June 1)
to do the formal ones. If I see a kid or I’m sitting on
an airplane next to a kid, I may chat with him for a
while. Does that count as an interview? Not really
because it’s not the formal process.
But the area guys, who are done watching
games, would have already started talking with
the players in their area.
Typically, how many different players
do you interview throughout the season?
We interview every player on our list, plus maybe a
couple more. It really depends how many players
we have on our list. So if we have 140 players on our
list, we’ll interview every one of them. If we have
90, we’ll interview 90.
I may not talk to 140, but everyone is responsible
for certain people that they have to talk with. With

six guys here in North America and another three
in Europe it’s pretty thorough.
Is that 140-player list the typical length
of your list?
It depends, every year it’s different. I think last year
we had 75 and another year we had 90.
We don’t set a number. That number comes to
us during the identifying process. We never say
we have to have 100 or whatever the number is.
It’s purely based whatever happens during each
season.
This season you are picking higher than
you have in past years and you have
more picks, is that the reason for having a larger list this season?
No, the list is based on who do the scouts like. Obviously when you have nine picks it matters, but
if your general manager trades down and adds a
pick you can’t be left without a player to pick there.
At the end of the day, we’ve never been left without a player to select off our list.
In the past, Calgary has traded down
in the draft, what’s the rationale behind making a move like that?
The rationale is really quite simple.
It depends on where your team is. In the past,
when Daryl Sutter was here we went to the Stanley Cup Finals in 2004, we had the lockout and
then the following year we won the division.
Back then the rationale was, If you think you’re
one of the top teams and you have a chance to
compete for the Stanley Cup, then you have to
use all of your assets to try and get players.
Draft picks are sometimes the easiest thing to
trade to get back other assets. So, in a lot of cases
if you look between I think 2003 and 2011, I think
we had two second round draft picks. Over that
same time period, I believe Colorado and Chi-

sports
cago had 17 and 18.
But then if you look at what Darryl traded those
second round draft picks for. He brought in players like Kiprusoff, Tangauy, Bourque and Cammalleri, so it was sort of like the “going for it” thing.
Now without a second round pick or sometimes even a third round pick, you’re at the draft
and there’s a group of 10 players like, well let’s
say you’re picking at 19 and you think you can
get two of those guys instead of one if you move
down six spots then you do it. It’s a good way to
multiple picks.
Every NHL team has their own sort of
philosophy on how they draft. Some
teams will take the best player, some
will draft based on needs. What is the
Flames’ philosophy when drafting?
We take the best player available and this year
we have more options with best player available
because we have multiple first round picks.
We have a real good opportunity this year to
take a guy that we might shy away from in past
years because he is really one-dimensional. But
this year we can take him in the first round because you have a chance to surround and support him with the other two picks.
If you only have one first round pick you have
to be bang on with that guy.
Will you be taking a few more chances
when drafting this year because you
have more picks?
Well we have more opportunity to do that. We
have three picks and those picks are huge assets
for Jay [Feaster] to use in many ways. We have
cap space. We can do a lot of things at this draft.
Whether it’s trading up to get a guy we really like,
trading down, or using all three picks.
Maybe we turn that last first round pick into
two second round picks in a trade down scenario
to acquire another asset.
There is a lot of strategy involved, but our philosophy since Jay took over has been best player
available.
What does a typical day at the draft
look like for the Calgary Flames?
This year is going to be a little different because
it’s all in one day, but we’ll be strategizing and
going over our list and refining it right up until
about noon. We’ll make sure we’ve got all the
“I”s dotted and the “T”s crossed and that nothing
has come up.
When you’re at the draft, there is a little bit of
information gathering going on. You’re trying to
figure out what the other teams are going to do
and what players they are interested in. With us
picking sixth, if we can get some knowledge on
what the teams in front of us are doing it will
help us somehow.
One of the things we had a really good handle
on last year when we traded down was we had a
good handle on what the teams below us were
going to do. And that helped use because we
knew what spot we couldn’t go past to lose out
on the two or three guys we wanted at that spot.

Info graph shows some of the Calgary Flames draft tendancies and how Calgarians have
fared at the draft. info graph by IAN ESPLEN, SOURCE INFORMATION BY THE CALGARY JOURNAL
Some people have called this year’s
draft class strong. What are your
thoughts on this years draft class?
Honestly, the scouts and myself don’t have the
luxury of deciding whether it’s a good draft year
or not.
We can’t say it’s a seventh round pick. We’re not

going to pay any attention to it. Our mentality
going in is we have to make these picks count
whether it’s a weak draft year or a good draft
year.
But yes, I do think it’s a good draft this year.

calgaryjournal.ca
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Jamal Watson, celebrates after one of his 20 goals for the Lethbridge Hurricanes this season. Watson, 18, is currently the 137th ranked
skater by NHL Central Scouting for the draft on June 30th. Photo courtesy of canescast

Power-forward prospect
sets sights on the Draft
Jamal Watson hopes to hear name called

W
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hile most 18-year-olds will be preparing for graduation this June, Jamal
Watson won’t be as he is focused on
an even bigger event: the National
Hockey League draft.
The reason that Watson – a six-foot, 176-pound
right winger who scored 20 goals for the Lethbridge Hurricanes this past season – won’t be worrying about graduation is because he finished high
school a year early.
Jamal reminisces about his first season as a
16-year-old, and all the hard work it took to finish
school early while living away from home for the
first time.
“Balancing schoolwork on the bus was a little
hard at times. You’d sometimes get home at 2:00
a.m. and have school at 8:00 a.m. the next day,” said
Jamal, as he remembered the days of long bus rides
and early morning classes.
But, what that decision allowed Jamal to do, was
focus all his efforts on the game he has loved since
the first day he stepped on the ice in northeast Calgary and began chasing the bigger kids around.
Even at an earlier age, Jamal’s parents Wayne and
Norma-Jean could tell their son was hooked on the
game and that he may have a future in the sport.
“I remember when he was young he was a much
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better skater than the other kids and he would
dominate games and score at will,” said Wayne.
But it wasn’t until peewee when both of his parents realized that he was still one of the better players in the province and he was still getting better.
In 2010, Jamal was eligible for the WHL Bantam
Draft. After scoring 23 goals and 51 points in bantam, the Lethbridge Hurricanes selected him with
their fifth selection.
After spending another season playing midget
hockey against kids his own age, Jamal would take
the most difficult step in his young hockey career.
He moved away from home to join the Lethbridge
Hurricanes.
Norma-Jean still chuckles thinking about how
hard that first year away from home was on not
only herself and Wayne, but also on Jamal.
Along with the challenge of living away from
home for the first time came the even bigger challenge of trying to learn how to play in a new league
where the players are as much as four years older
than him.
“When I was 16, trying to figure out how to play
against guys that are technically men. You have to
figure out what you can get a way with and find
what made you special in midget and try and apply
that to your WHL game,” said Jamal.
And while his first year didn’t produce much in
the way of offence, Jamal did learn some valuable

lessons that have some NHL teams contemplating
calling his name on June 30, 2013.
Hurricanes general manager Brad Robson knows
firsthand what those NHL general managers are
seeing, as he scouted and selected Jamal in the
2010 WHL Bantam Draft.
“The big thing that has always stood out with Jamal is his speed. He’s probably one of the best skaters in this years draft from the WHL,” said Robson.
Ross MacLean, head scout for International
Scouting Services, also believes that Jamal has
potential to play in the NHL one day.
“He’s got that power-forward potential. He’s the
kind of guy how can play in a variety of different
ways and fill a variety of roles. He got that grittiness and he’s the guy you want forechecking in
the corner because he can bang and crash,” said
MacLean.
Funny MacLean would mention the bang and
crashing part of Jamal’s game, as Jamal tries to
pattern his game after two NHL players who are
known to do just that in Wayne Simmonds and
Evander Kane.
And while there is still work to be done for the
137th ranked North American player to make it
to the NHL. One thing that should be noted is Jamal Watson has never shied away from that in the
past, so there is no reason to think he’ll shy away
from it in the future.
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HUNTER SHINKARUK

Calgarian’s NHL dream
is close to reality
Shinkaruk’s hard work
have him nearing the NHL
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our years ago, Hunter Shinkaruk was a
talented, under-sized forward who had
to wait until the 14th pick of the Western
Hockey League Bantam Draft to be selected because some doubted his size.
Since then, the 18-year-old Shinkaruk has proven
many people wrong by torching the WHL for 219
points in 193 regular season games and receiving
league-wide recognition as one of its top players.
His production has many experts predicting that
the now 5-foot-11, 175-pound left winger will not
last very long at the National Hockey League Draft
on June 30, 2013 and he will move one step closer
to his dream of playing in the NHL.
“From a young age, it’s been something I’ve loved
to do and there really is nothing else that I want to
do with the rest of my life other than play hockey,”
said Shinkaruk passionately, as he reflected on
when he first knew he wanted to play in the big
leagues.
But, Shinkaruk’s NHL dreams haven’t come without a few bumps along the way with the first one
coming when he broke both his tibia and fibula in
his right leg during his first year of midget.
“It was tough. I had never really had any adversity
in my hockey career. Everything was going smoothly and that was the first tidal wave I had to get over.”
And get over it he did, as Shinkaruk rehabbed his
leg and jumped straight to the WHL the following
season and recorded 14 goals and 42 points for the
Medicine Hat Tigers in his rookie year.
He added to his totals during his second season
by scoring 49 goals and tallying 91 points.
In his third season the Tigers named Shinkaruk
team captain and he received an invite to Canada’s
selection camp, for the World Junior team in December.
At that camp, Shinkaruk would be cut from a
team for the first time in his life. But rather then
sulk about the experience, he views it as a positive
because it now gives him a little extra motivation
when he’s on the ice.
“It drove me for the rest of my year and it’s going
to drive me in everything I do now. I’m going to be
up against those kids that made that team for a
long time, and every time I’m on the ice it’s always
going to be in the back of my mind.”

And despite not making the World Junior team
or scoring 50 goals this season, Shinkaruk remains
happy with how his season played out and hopes
to make the jump to the NHL as early as next season.
“I feel I came along way as a player and as a person. I kind of look at it as had I scored 50 goals this
year, maybe it might have allowed me to go a little
bit higher in the draft, but that’s not going to really
help me be a good NHLer. I know I have to learn
all three zones, and this year I had to learn the defensive zone.”
Ross MacLean, head scout with International
Scouting Services, has seen Shinkaruk play quite
a bit over the years and has this evaluation of the
18-year-old.
“The biggest skill he has is his passion and his

will to win. His work ethic is off the charts and he’s
a very intelligent offensive player. He loves the puck
and has a desire to make things happen when he
has it,” said MacLean.
MacLean also added that he would not be at all
surprised if Shinkaruk was playing on the first-line
in the NHL in the very near future, with the possibility of cracking the lineup as early as next season.
MacLean’s assessment fits right in line with
Shinkaruk’s goals for next season.
“I think any kid wants to play in the NHL as quick
as possible. I work really hard and every time I’m
in the gym right now my goal is to get there next
year,” said Shinkaruk.
And when you’re so close to your big dreams
becoming a reality, no one should be referring to
Hunter Shinkaruk as small anymore.

Calgary’s Hunter Shinkaruk is the sixth ranked North American player by NHL Central
scouting for the upcoming NHL Draft. Shinkaruk finished 14th in WHL scoring this season
with 37 goals and 86 points. Photo courtesy of Eugene Erick
calgaryjournal.ca
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